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1. INTRODUCTION 
A ring R is a left principal ideal ring if it has unity and if every left ideal 
is principally generated. If R is a prime left principal ideal ring, it follows 
from Goldie’s Theorem [4] that R has a simple left Artinian (classical) left 
quotient ring. In [S], we have studied those prime left principal ideal rings, 
especially domains, which contain an isomorphic copy of their left quotient 
rings and we have shown the importance of this class of rings for the structure 
theory of left principal ideal rings. 
In this note, we consider the skew power series and the skew polynomial 
rings over left principal ideal domains which contain an isomorphic copy of 
their left quotient sfields. These results are then applied to construct examples 
of left principal ideal domains R in which nL1 J” # 0, where 1 is the 
Jacobson radical of R. Further, our domains have only one maximal left 
(and therefore right or two-sided) ideal J, every left ideal of R is two-sided 
and RI J is a field. 
These examples answer a problem of N. Jacobson [4] on Noetherian rings, 
answer a variation of Jacobson’s problem by I. N. Herstein [3], show that a 
conjecture by Lesieur and Croisot [fl connected with Jacobson’s problem 
is false and show that the difficulty, also connected with Jacobson’s problem, 
in an attempted straightforward construction of noncommutative local rings 
by A. W. Goldie [2] is insurmountable. 
These examples also show that the primary decomposion theory and the 
Artin-Rees property do not hold in left principal ideal domains. 
The Jacobson problem for Noetherian rings has already been solved by 
Herstein [3]. Another example of a left principal ideal ring R in which 
r)$i J” # 0 is given in [6]. In both these examples, the ideal n$, p is 
nilpotent. 
It will be observed that, granted the choice of domains on which to consider 
the skew power series and polynomial rings, what follows is a routine verifica- 
tion of obvious details. 
148 
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2. SKEW POWER SERIES RINGS 
Let D be a domain and p : D i D a monomorphism. Let D(x, p) be the 
set of all formal power series & ,x WI d. i ‘th coefficients in D. Define the 
equality and the addition in the usual way. Define multiplication by the rule 
xd = p(d) x 
for every d ED and its consequences. Assume also the distributive laws. 
This defines the structure of an integral domain on D(x, p). The ring 
D(x, p) is called the skew power-series ring over D. 
If I&o 4x’ =f( x is an element of D(x, p) such that d, # 0 and di = 0 ) 
for 0 < i < n - 1, then the degree off(x) is defined to be n. 
By obvious modifications, we get the skew polynomial ring D[x, p] over D; 
cf. [S]. 
We restrict our attention to left principal ideal domains D with the left 
quotient sfield K, possessing a monomorphism p : K + D. Clearly, for every 
nonzero d E D, p(d) is a unit in D. This simple observation is the main thing 
needed in proving Theorem 1 through Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 1. Let D be a left principal ideal domain with the left quotient 
sfield K and let p : K + D be a monomorphism. Let R = D(x, p) be the skew 
power-series ring over D. Then 
(1) R is a left principal ideal domain. 
(2) An element in R is a unit in R if and only if its coltstant term is a unit 
in D. 
(3) Every left ideal of R is of the fwm Rdx”, where d E D and n > 0. 
(4) RaP’ is an ideal of R if and only if, fw every d’ E D, dp”(d’) E Dd. 
In particular, if D is commutative, then every left ideal of R is two-sided. 
Proof. (1) Let 1 be a nonzero left ideal of R, 
n = fin Wgf (x) If(x) E fif (x) # 0) 
and 




Clearly, T is a nonzero left ideal of D, say Dd*. Let 
f*(x) = d*x” + c dix’ 
t>n 
be an element in 1. We shall show that I= Rf *(x). 
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Let g(x) = Ciao aixi be an arbitrary nonzero element of I of degree m. 
Clearly m > n. If m = n, then a,, E Dd* and a, = d’d* for some d’ E D. 
Now, g(x) - d’f *( ) 1 x E an is of degree > n. If m > n, then d 
g(x) - a,[fm-n(d*)]-l x”-“f*(x) E 1 
and is of degree > m. Thus every power series in 1 of degree m is congruent 
to a power series in 1 of degree > m modulo the left ideal Rf*(x). Hence 
1 = Rf*(x). Th’ rs s h ows that R is a left principal ideal domain. 
(2) Let&4 = Ciao 2 a& be an arbitrary element of R such that a,, is a 
unit in D. We shall show that it is possible to choose recursively the coeffi- 
cients of a power series g(x) = &a &xi such that f(x) g(x) = 1. Choose 
b, = a;l. Now suppose that the coefficients bi (1 ,( i < n - 1) have been 
so chosen that the coefficient of xi in f(x) g(x) is zero for 1 < i < n - 1. 
The coefficient of xn inf(x)g(x) is C& @(b,-J. Since a, is a unit in D, 
we can choose 
b, = - f a$zipi(b,-i). 
i=l 
This makes the coefficient of xn inf(x) g(x) equal to zero. It thus follows that 
f(x) has a right inverse in R. A similar argument shows thatf(x) has a left 
inverse in R. Hencef(x) is a unit in R. The converse is trivial. 
(3) Let Lo z , c.xi be an arbitrary element of R with c,, # 0. Then, for 
every n > 1, we have 
xn = [fyc,)]-1 x”co . 
Thus &,, cixi = u(x) c0 , where u(x) is a unit in R. It is now clear that every 
element of R is of the form U(X) cx*, where u(x) is a unit in R and c E D. 
Consequently, every left ideal of R is of the form Rcxn. 
(4) Clear from above. This proves the theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let D be a left principal ideal domain with the left quotient 
shield K and let p : K + D be a monomorphism. Let R = D<x, p> be the skew 
power-series ring over D. Then 
(1) D is an sfild if and only if Rx is a maximal left ideal of R. In this case, 
J(R) = Rx. 
Suppose D is not an sjield. Then 
(2) Rcxn is a maximal left ideal of R if and only if n = 0 and DC is a maximal 
left ideal of D. 
(3) J(D) = 0 if and only if J(R) = Rx. 
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(4) If J(D) # 0, then J(D) = Da and J(R) = Ra for some a ED. In this 
case, J-(R) = nL1 p(R) # 0. Further, J(D) is the unique maximal left ideal 
of D if and only if J(R) is the unique maximal left ideal of R. 
Proof. (1) Suppose Rx is a maximal left ideal of R. For every nonzero 
d E D, we have x = [p(d)]-l xd E Rd. Since d # Rx, it follows that d is a unit 
in R and so also in D. The converse is clear. Since every left ideal in this 
case is of the form Rxn, therefore Rx is the unique maximal left ideal of R. 
Hence J(R) = Rx. 
(2) Let I = Rex” be a maximal left ideal of R. If n > 0, then for some 
nonzero nonunit d E D, Rcxn 5 Rd 2 R, a contradiction. Thus, n = 0 and 
I= Rc. If DC C DC, , then c = d,c, for some d1 E D and Rc C Rc, . Since 
Rc is a maximal left ideal of R, we have Rc, = R or Rc = Rc, . If Rc, = R, 
then c1 is a unit in R and so also in D; thus DC, = D. If Rc = Rc, , then 
c1 = dc for some d E D and DC, = DC. Thus DC is a maximal left ideal in D. 
Let DC be a maximal left ideal of D. Since D is not an sfield, c # 0 and 
Rc is a nonzero proper left ideal of R. If Rc C R dxn = I1 , then n = 0 and 
c = d,d for some d1 E D. Thus DC C Dd and therefore either Dd = D or 
DC = Dd. If Dd = D, then d is a unit in D and so also in R; 
thus I1 = Rd = R. If DC = Dd, then Rc = Rd. Hence Rc is a maximal left 
ideal of R. 
(3) Suppose J(D) = 0. Every maximal left ideal of R is of the form Rc 
for some nonzero c E D. Since x = [p(c)]-l xc, it follows that Rx C J(R). 
Now, for every nonzero d E D, there exists a maximal left ideal DC of D such 
that d $ DC. Since Rc is a maximal left ideal of R and d $ Rc, it follows that 
J(R) does not contain any nonzero constant power series. Let &,, aixi be 
an arbitrary element of J(R). Since Rx C J(R), it follows that a,, E J(R) and 
a, = 0. Hence Rx = j(R). 
Suppose J(R) = Rx. Then, for every non-zero d E D, there exists a maxi- 
mal left ideal Rc of R such that d $ Rc. Since DC is a maximal left ideal of D 
and since d $ DC, it follows that J(D) = 0. 
(4) Suppose J(D) = Da # 0. Then, for every maximal left ideal DC of D, 
a E DC. Thus, a belongs to every maximal left ideal of R and Ra C J(R). Let 
f(x) = Ciao aixi be an arbitrary element of J(R). Since Rx C Ra C J(R), 
therefore b, E J(R). This gives b, E J(D) and f (x) E Ra. Hence J(R) = Ra. 
Now, in any left principal ideal ring S, if Sol and S/I are ideal of S, then 
(Sa) (S/3) = Sap; for .%S C Sar so that (Sa) (S/?) C S@ and the other 
inclusion is trivial. In R, we therefore have p(R) = Ran. But 
x = [p(a”)]-l xan E ]“(R) 
for every positive integer n. Hence Jo(R) = nL1 Jn(R) # 0. The other 
assertion is clear. This proves the theorem. 
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3. POLYNOMIAL RINGS 
It is known [8] that the skew polynomial ring over a sfield is a left principal 
ideal domain. We have 
THEOREM 3. Let D be a left principal ideal domain with the left quotient 
sfield K and let p : K --+ D be a monomorphism. Then the polynomial ring 
P = D[x, p] over D is a left principal ideal domain. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of part (1) of Theorem 1. 
If K is a sfield and p is an automorphism of infinite order, then it is known 
[4] that every nonzero ideal of P = K[x, p] is of the form Px” for some 
n E Z+. The following theorem proves a similar result in case p is not an 
automorphism. 
THEOREM 4. Let D be a left principal ideal domain with the left quotient 
s$eld K and let p : K + D be a monomorphism. Further, if D is an sJeld, 
assume that p is not an automorphism of D. Let P = D[x, p] be the polynomial 
ring over D. Then 
(1) Every nonzero ideal of P is of the form Pcxn, where n 2 0, c E D and for 
every d E D, cp”(d) E DC. 
(2) P is a left and right primitive ring. 
Proof. (1) Let Pf (x) b e a nonzero ideal of P, where f(x) = XT=,,, adx* 
with a, # 0, 4, # 0 and m < n. Assuming m < n, we shall derive a contra- 
diction. Clearly, f(x) x E Pf(x) and therefore there exist 01, /3 ED, 01 # 0, 
such that f(x) x = (ex + j3)f(x). Comparing the coefficients of xm, WC 
get B = 0. Comparison of coefficients of xn+l and xm+l gives 
44 = a,; 4am) = am . 
Applying these equalities repeatedly, we get in K 
pm(&) = p”-l(a-l) - **- * p(a-1) a-la, 
and 
Hence, 
p”(a,) = p+l(ar-l) - --- - ~(cx-‘) a-la, . 
pm(a;&) = [pm(a,)]-l p”(a,) = a;;l’a, , 
Also, for every d E D, there exists a unique d’ E D such thatf (x) d = d’f(x). 
Thus, 
a,p’V) = d’~ a,pm(d) = d’a,,, 
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and 
pm(d) = u;lumpm(d) a;a;, 
for every d E D. Since K is the left quotient sfleld of D, we get 
for every z E K. 
p”(2) = u;‘ump”(2) a-,lu, 
Let F = pm(K) so that F is a subsfield of K. Since every element X E F 
is of the form p”(z) for some x E K, we have 
p-yh) = u;lumAu;la, 
for every X E F. Since a;;;‘~,, and a&,, are elements of F, it follows that pn-m 
restricted to F is an automorphism of F. 
Since p is not an automorphism of K, there exists an element x E K such 
that B 4 p(K). Thus, p”(z) $ pm(K) = pn-““(F), i.e., pn- is not an automor- 
phism of F. This contradiction gives m = n and f(x) = u,#. Since, for 
every d E D, u,xnd = spn(d) xn E: P&x”, we have Gpn(d) E Da,. The 
converse is trivial. 
(2) It is easy to see that the left ideal P(x + 1) is a maximal left ideal of P 
and does not contain any nonzero ideal of P. Thus P is a left primitive ring. 
Now let 9 be a maximal right ideal of P containing a nonzero two-sided 
ideal, say Pu~x”. Then ~(a,)-1 xu,xn = xnfl E Y, so that the two-sided ideal 
Pxn+l is contained in 3. If u : P -+ P/Px+~ is the cannonical epimorphism, 
then u(Y) is a maximal right ideal of P/Px”+l. Now, the ideal u(Px) is nil- 
potent in P/Pxn+l; hence u(Px) C u(9) and Px C9. Thus, if every maximal 
right ideal of P contains a nonzero ideal of P, then J(P) 3 Px # 0. 
But, as P is left primitive, J(P) = 0. Hence, P is right primitive. This proves 
the theorem. 
The following theorem is known [I]. 
THEOREM 5. Let D be an integral domain and M be a multiplicutively 
closed subset of D not containing zero. Suppose, for every a E M and d E D, 
there exist elements a, E M and dI E D such that 
u,d = dIu. (1) 
Then there exists an integral domain S and a monomorphism ‘p: D - S such 
that (i) ~(a) is a unit in S for every a E M; 
(ii) for every a E S, there exist a E M and d E D such that a = [v(u)]” v(d). 
The property (1) is called the left common multiple property. In applying 
this theorem it is convenient to identify D with v(D) and consider D as a 
subdomain of S. 
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The following theorem is used in constructing an example in Section 4. 
THOREEM 6. Let D be a left principal ideal domain with the left quotient 
sfield K and let p : K -+ D be a monomorphism. Let J(D) # 0 be the unique 
maximal left ideal of D. Let P = D[x, p] be the polynomial ring over D and 
Then M has the left common multiple property. 
Proof. Let f (x) E M and g(x) = z;,, bixi E P, g(x) # 0. Since P is a left 
principal ideal ring, we have 
where 
Pf (4 + PA@ = P&4, 
Thus, 
44 = q&)f 64 + 44 &>, 
f 64 = a*w 44 
g(x) = q(x) 44. 
and 
[l - q*(x) 4dx)lf (x) = 4*(x) Pa(X) .&) 
u - Q(X) 42(x)1 g(x) = d4 !h(x)f (4* 
(0 
From (i), it follows that the constant term of d(x) is a unit in D. Without 
loss of generality, we may assume that the constant term in d(x), and so in 
q*(x), is 1. 
Let q&) = Ito pi xi. If p. is not a unit in D, then p. E J(D) and the con- 
stant term of 1 - q(x) qz(x) is a unit in D. If p. is a unit in D, then the 
constant term of q*(x) q( x is a unit in D. Thus, in either case M has the left ) 
common multiple property. This proves the theorem. 
4. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. Let k be any field, F = k(xn 1 M E Z+), the field of rational 
functions in a countable number of variables over k and D a domain obtained 
from F[ Y] by localization at some maximal ideal. Clearly, D is a commutative 
principal ideal domain with F(Y) as the quotient field. Since F and F(Y) 
are both fields of rational functions in a countable number of variables over k, 
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they are isomorphic. Let p : F( Y) + F be any isomorphism. Since F is a 
subfield of D, the domain D and the monomorphism p satisfy all conditions 
of Theorems 1 and 2. Further, J(D) # 0 and it is the only maximal left ideal 
of D. Hence the ring R = D(x, p) is a left principal ideal domain in which 
every left ideal is two-sided, J”(R) # 0, JR) is the only maximal left ideal 
of R and R/](R) is a field. 
By Theorem 2, J(R) = Ra where a ED, a # 0. Consider the ideal 
RLXX = (Ra) (Rx). Since (Ra)” = Ran, therefore (Ra)% g Rax for every 
n > 1. Also, Rx g Rax. Hence Rax is not a left primary ideal. On the other 
hand it is easy to see that Rex is not an intersection of any set of ideals of R 
which properly contain it. Hence, the primary decomposition theory does 
not hold for (left) ideals in R. 
Finally, let M be the ring R considered cannonically as a left R-module, 
N be the submodule Rax and a be the ideal j(R) = Ra. Then akM n N) = 
Rti and P-~(c~M n N) = R anWt+lx for all integers t and rz with t < tt. 
Thus, there does not exist any positive integer t such that, for every n > t, 
CPM n N = a+t(atM n N). Hence the Artin-Rees property does not hold 
in R. 
EXAMPLE 2, Let D be the commutative principal ideal domain con- 
structed above. Let S be the domain obtained from D[x, p] by applying 
Theorems 5 and 6 to the multiplicatively closed set M considered in 
Theorem 6. It can be shown that S is also a left principal ideal domain of the 
type claimed in the introduction. The details are omitted, being straight- 
forward. 
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